Abstract. Manual segmentation of anatomy in brain MRI data taken to be the closest to the "gold standard" in quality is often used in automated registration-based segmentation paradigms for transfer of template labels onto the unlabeled MRI images. This study presents a library of template data with 16 subcortical structures in the central brain area which were manually labeled for MRI data from 22 children (8 male, mean age ¼ 8 AE 0.6 years). The lateral ventricle, thalamus, caudate, putamen, hippocampus, cerebellum, third vevntricle, fourth ventricle, brainstem, and corpuscallosum were segmented by two expert raters. Cross-validation experiments with randomized template subset selection were conducted to test for their ability to accurately segment MRI data under an automated segmentation pipeline. A high value of the dice similarity coefficient (0.86 AE 0.06, min ¼ 0.74, max ¼ 0.96) and small Hausdorff distance (3.33 AE 4.24, min ¼ 0.63, max ¼ 25.24) of the automated segmentation against the manual labels was obtained on this template library data. Additionally, comparison with segmentation obtained from adult templates showed significant improvement in accuracy with the use of an age-matched library in this cohort. A manually delineated pediatric template library such as the one described here could provide a useful benchmark for testing segmentation algorithms.
Introduction
Neurodevelopment studies and clinical investigations frequently acquire MRI data from pediatric age groups. Analysis of this data enables quantitative and qualitative assessments of brain growth and morphological changes. The first step in a morphometric analysis pipeline is the delineation of neuroanatomical structures. It can be done manually by a rater with experience in identifying the anatomy in the MRI images, but is a time consuming task and suffers from inter-rater variability. Among the current state-of-the-art methods for automated MRI segmentation, registration-based segmentation methods utilize registration as an intermediate step to transfer the ground truth template labels onto the unlabeled target subject images. [1] [2] [3] These transferred labels from multiple templates are then fused to obtain the final segmentation. Therefore, a library with individual templates and their anatomical labels forms an integral component of such algorithms.
Template libraries with averaged MRI images and their probabilistic segmentation are available for data acquired at neonatal stage, 4 2 years, 5 multiple pediatric age ranges, 6, 7 and for adults. [8] [9] [10] These templates have labels for subdivisions of the cerebral cortex 9, 10 or a combination of cortical subdivisions and subcortical structures. 4, 5 They are generated from careful averaging of multiple MRI images and provide a single three-dimensional (3-D) MRI image volume, and labels and surfaces for the structures of interest (SOI). They capture the anatomical information related to the individual SOIs but suffer from the loss of spatial detail due to averaging. As a single 3-D averaged MRI image is available, they are limited in their utility in a multitemplate label fusion-based segmentation framework. Therefore, there is a need for labeled data with individual MRI image volumes and corresponding labels for different SOIs.
Accurate delineation of SOIs is of prime importance as inaccuracies in the templates will get propagated along with transferred labels to the final segmentation. Therefore, the use of a manually delineated template library is expected to show improved accuracy in comparison to automatically generated libraries. As the manual delineation/correction of the closely placed structures in the brain forms a challenge, currently available template libraries have been generated through automated segmentation pipelines. 5, 7, 10 A surface-based, manually corrected template library has been provided by Klein and Tourville for adult age group (range: 19 to 61 years) with partitions of the cerebral cortex for 101 brain MRI volumes. 10 Similarly, Gousias et al. have provided an automatically generated, template library with 83 SOIs for pediatric MRI data at 2 years of age. 5 To our knowledge, there is no manually labeled library available in the community for the subcortical structures in a pediatric age group at 8 years of age.
Aljabar et al. 11 observed that the similarity of the template image and the target image to be segmented influences the accuracy of the final delineation. Similar observations by Wilke and Schmithorst 12 found misclassification errors in regions in the gray matter with the use of adult templates for segmentation of pediatric MRI data. These errors showed a marked reduction with the use of age specific templates in the same study. 12 The changes in the brain occurring during childhood present variation from the adult MRI image data and render the use of age specific template libraries desirable. Therefore, for accurate segmentation of pediatric brain MRI data in the multitemplate fusion framework, there is a need for age specific template libraries with individual brain MRI images along with their manually segmented labels.
The manually labeled library of templates presented in this study would fulfill the need for (1) age specific template library for pediatric MRI data acquired at 8 years of age, (2) individual templates to be applied in multitemplate registration-based segmentation pipelines, and (3) templates with validated accurate segmentation labels for benchmark comparison. Revised protocols for definition of anatomical structures in the MRI images were adopted for the subcortical (lateral ventricle, third ventricle, fourth ventricle, caudate nucleus, putamen, hippocampus, and thalamus), brainstem, and cerebellum structures. Two independent experienced raters manually corrected the initial labels obtained through an existing segmentation pipeline. A comparison of segmentation with adult templates and pediatric templates was conducted to identify the effect of age specific templates on the accuracy of segmentation. Validation experiments were conducted to test for, and compare, the accuracy under a multitemplate registration-based segmentation pipeline. 2 A manually delineated pediatric template library such as the one described here can be used in label propagation-based segmentation pipelines and as a benchmark for performance comparison of automated segmentation algorithms.
The paper is organized into three sections and an appendix. Section 2 presents the details of the data, manual procedure, and validation experiments. Further, Sec. 3 presents the results from the experiments followed by a short discussion in Sec. 4. The detailed definition of the anatomical structures is presented in the Appendix.
Methods
This section provides details of the study data, data acquisition and preprocessing, manual segmentation procedure, and validation experiments. Participants in this study were a part of a larger longitudinal study of long-term effects of neonatal pain-related stress on neurodevelopment of children born very preterm (24 to 32 weeks gestation) who were admitted to the level III NICU at the British Columbia's Women's Hospital, Vancouver, Canada. The full-term control children (age ¼ 8 years) were recruited through their pediatrician or through community resources. The data for this study were obtained from MRIs conducted at the B.C. Children's Hospital. Written informed consent was obtained from parents, as was child assent prior to data collection. This study was approved by the Clinical Research Ethics Board of the University of British Columbia and the Research Ethics Board of the B.C. Children's and Women's Hospitals, and conforms to the Declaration of Helsinki. The method for manual segmentation of structures is summarized in Fig. 1 and the validation experiment is concisely outlined in Fig. 2. 
Demographics
The data from 22 children were acquired and the demographics of the two subgroups are: 
Data Preprocessing
Data preprocessing accomplished the tasks of image normalization and provided the initial labels of the subcortical structures prior to manual intervention. To this end, individual MRI image volumes were reoriented to standard RPI orientation in the native image space. Initial segmentation labels of subcortical structures for each MRI image volume were obtained through the FreeSurfer pipeline. 13 The output subcortical segmentations were further used in the FreeSurfer (FS) + Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) pipeline 2 to obtain improved segmentation labels. The FS + LDDMM pipeline utilizes probabilistic labels from FS 13 pipeline along with LDDMM 14 registration between template and target images. The region of interest (ROI) subvolume in the MRI volume was defined for each structure on the target and template images using FS labels and manual labels, respectively. These target image ROIs were then segmented by label propagation from template ROIs via LDDMM registration and weighted fusion to obtain binary segmentation for the subcortical SOIs. Prior to manual correction, approximate localization of SOIs was obtained from the FS + LDDMM pipeline using the adult template library available in the community. 15 The structures with no prior labeling were manually delineated on the MRI images.
Manual Labeling
The manual correction was done by two neuroanatomy expert raters (D.W., K.J.P.) in Amira (VSG, Burlington, Massachusetts) software. Manual segmentation was based on the intensity difference, anatomical proximity, and adjacency for each SOI. The delineations for each structure were corrected via overlay of colored patches/outlines on MRI slices. Manual labeling was done on resampled voxel size (0.5 mm 3 ) images to better account for the partial volume effect. This results in surface renderings that are smoother compared to those from segmentation that is done at 1 mm 3 voxel dimensions. The binary masks and the reoriented MRI image volumes obtained from the preprocessing were up-sampled to an isotropic resolution of 0.5 mm 3 from 1 mm 3 using nearest-neighbor and linear interpolation, respectively. Manual delineation and correction of the binary masks for the SOIs were done as per the protocols defined in the Appendix which have been adapted from the previous work of Hammers et al. 16 The segmentation protocol for the third ventricle and brainstem was modified for (1) the orientation plane of edit and (2) the superior and inferior extents of segmentation. A new protocol for the definition of the fourth ventricle in the MRI slices was defined to guide the manual segmentation procedure.
Simultaneous correction in the three orthogonal planes ensured consistency of each structure. Smoothness of the structures was verified by 3-D surface renderings. The verified manual segmentations were then extracted as binary image masks (analyze image format). Additionally, 3-D surface renderings were extracted (Amira surface format) after 3-D Gaussian smoothing (3 × 3 × 3 kernel, sigma ¼ 0.8) applied to the label patches to obtain smoother boundaries. This binary image data were downsampled to the original isotropic 1-mm 3 resolution through nearest-neighbor interpolation. Similarly, the 3-D surfaces were rescaled after adjusting for shifts due to interpolation and choice of origin. The manual segmentation template library was created where for each template the individual label (1 binary mask per structure) images were combined into a single image volume. The label intensity for each SOI was chosen according to the FreeSurfer color labeling scheme as presented in Table 1 . A detailed definition of the anatomical structures is presented in the Appendix. Figure 1 presents a block diagrammatic representation of the manual segmentation procedure.
Validation
The validation experiments were conducted to test (1) the accuracy of the manually segmented labels, (2) the presence of segmentation bias in a subset of templates, and (3) the effect of using an unmatched template library on the accuracy of segmentation. The segmentation accuracy in all the experiments was quantified via the similarity metrics as described in the section below.
Global similarity metrics
• Dice similarity coefficient (DSC). The DSC measures the volumetric overlap between the SOIs in the MR image volumes at a voxel level, which is defined as 
where VðAÞ and VðBÞ are the volumes of structures in subject A and B, respectively. It is assumed that A and B are binary segmentations. Perfect spatial overlap gives a DSC ¼ 1 and no overlap leads to a DSC ¼ 0.
• Symmetrized Hausdorff distance (HD)
hdðA; BÞ ¼ max
is the directed Hausdorff distance where dða; bÞ is the Euclidean distance between two points on the two different surfaces. To symmetrize this metric, we use the following:
HDðA; BÞ ¼ max½hdðA; BÞ; hdðB; AÞ:
The Hausdorff distance gives an upperbound on the mismatch between the contours of the segmentations.
• Symmetrized mean surface distance (SD)
is the directed mean surface distance and is symmetrized as SDðA; BÞ ¼ max½sdðA; BÞ; sdðB; AÞ:
The mean surface distance expresses on average the error between the two segmentation contours. A high DSC and a low HD and SD would indicate accurate segmentation of structures in the experiments described below.
Validation experiments
The cross-validation experiments in a leave-N-out and leaveone-out fashion were conducted to test the quality of the template library. Similarly, comparison of output from segmentation with an unmatched adult template library was conducted to test the effect of the template library on the accuracy of segmentation. Figure 2 presents a block diagrammatic representation of the cross-validation experimental setup.
• Leave-one-out cross-validation: accuracy of manual segmentation The subjects in the template library were segmented through the FS + LDDMM pipeline in a leave-one-out fashion where one subject was held and segmented by the remaining 21 subjects in the template library. Overlap was measured as DSC, HD, and SD between the FS + LDDMM labels and the manual segmentation labels for all the 16 SOIs for all 22 subjects in the library. A high DSC and a low HD and SD would indicate accurate segmentation of structures in this experiment.
• Leave-N-out cross-validation: check for bias toward a subset In the leave-N-out experiment, the subjects in the template library (n ¼ 22) were segmented through the FS + LDDMM pipeline by random selection of "N ¼ 10" subjects as templates (5 PT, 5 FT) and segmenting the remaining 12 for the 16 SOIs. The DSC, HD, and SD metrics were obtained between the FS + LDDMM labels and the manual segmentation labels for a total of 100 repetitions.
• Effect of segmentation with unmatched templates
The MRI images of the subjects in the template library were segmented using the FS + LDDMM pipeline 2 with adult templates available in the community provided in Ref. 15 . This template library provides labels for caudate, putamen, thalamus, hippocampus, and lateral ventricles for six adult subjects. The DSC, HD, and SD metrics were obtained between manual labels and FS + LDDMM labels with adult templates. For a fair comparison to the subjects in the template library, the metrics above were compared to the values obtained from the leave-one-out experiment as defined above. A student's two tailed t-test was done to identify the significant differences to test for the effect of template library on the segmentation accuracy. The significance threshold was maintained at p < 0.05, unless noted otherwise. The data were tested for a normal distribution with a Lilliefor's test and consistently rejected the null hypothesis of a "not-normal" distribution. Table 1 presents the label intensities and volumes for the 16 manually segmented SOIs in the template library in the preterm and full-term subgroups. Each individual SOI label can be identified with its corresponding intensity value in the combined manual segmentation file. Figures 3 and 4 show the 3-D surface renderings along with the overlay (outlines) for all the structures over relevant MRI slices for a representative subject within the template library. The outlines follow the structure boundaries of intensity change and anatomical information with a high degree of precision. The smooth 3-D surface renderings show the accurate relative position of adjacent structures suggesting accurate segmentation.
Results
Results from the leave-N-out cross-validation experiment presented an overall high DSC in aggregate over 100 randomized repetitions (n ¼ 5) and leave-one-out (Fig. 6) Figure 7 shows the DSC metric between the manual labeling and automated segmentation from the FS + LDDMM pipeline with the pediatric template library and an unmatched adult library, respectively. The DSC value for segmentation with the pediatric template was generally higher than those with the adult templates with statistical significance (p < 0.0001) ( Table 2) . Comparison of 10 structures has been presented; template libraries with manually segmented brainstem region SOIs are currently not available in the community.
The distance metrics (HD and SD) between the manual segmentation and the automated segmentation obtained from the FS + LDDMM pipeline with the pediatric and adult atlases were smaller with statistical significance (p < 0.05) for all structures for the segmentation with a pediatric atlas ( Table 3) . The Hausdorff distance did not differ significantly for the hippocampus and lateral ventricle segmentation surfaces. Both leave-N-out and leave-one-out randomization showed smaller distances for segmentation with the pediatric atlas in comparison to the adult atlas.
Discussion
In this paper, we present a validated library of templates with manually labeled subcortical structures for age specific (8 years) pediatric brain MRI data. A total of 16 structures were segmented including lateral ventricle, third ventricle, fourth ventricle, caudate nucleus, putamen, hippocampus, thalamus, brainstem, corpus callosum, and cerebellum structures. We assessed the manual segmentation labels for their ability to segment a pediatric dataset under a multitemplate registration-based segmentation framework (FS + LDDMM 2 ). Cross-validation experiments (leave-N-out and leave-one-out, Sec. 2.5) tested for the presence of labeling inaccuracies and bias toward a specific template subset in the library. Accuracy of segmentation was quantified for each label using the DSC and surface distance metrics (HD and SD). These experiments show an overall high DSC value (Table 2, Figs. 5 and 6) for all the SOI suggesting that these templates could be used to segment pediatric brain MR images (8-years-old cohort).
The similarity of DSC values for segmentation with the preterm, full-term, and all subjects in the template library (Fig. 6 ) and the consistent high degree of accuracy observed with the use of 100 randomized subsets (Fig. 5 ) suggests that the library is not biased toward a particular subgroup. This leads us to an increased confidence in the use of the library for segmentation of data from patients with different clinical conditions. Segmentation using adult templates in the FS + LDDMM pipeline showed a lower performance with statistical significant difference (DSC, HD, SD) in comparison to the use of age specific templates (Fig. 7, Tables 2 and 3 ). The segmentation labels for hippocampi obtained with the two libraries did not show a significant difference in the accuracy, whereas other structures presented a significant difference suggesting an improvement in segmentation accuracy (Tables 2 and 3 ). The observed difference in the segmentation accuracy supports the previous observations made by Wilke and Schmithorst, 12 where improved performance was achieved with the use of age specific pediatric MRI data for normalization and segmentation. Our findings were in close alignment with the results from the previous studies conducting analysis and standardization of pediatric MRI data. Voxelwise regional volumes measured from manual labels (Table 1) were in the same range as observed in a study by Peterson et al., 17 investigating the effect of premature birth on volumes of brain structures in 8-year-old children (e.g., fourth ventricle 1.27 cm 3 , left caudate 3.65 cm 3 , right caudate 3.64 cm 3 , left hippocampus 3.05 cm 3 , right hippocampus 3.00 cm 3 , cerebellum (left and right) 125.58 cm 3 ). Similarly, Gousias et al. 5 reported a similarity index (automated segmentation versus single manual template) in the range of 0.77 to 0.90 for 83 brain structures. It should be noted that our study applied the FS + LDDMM algorithm for automated segmentation which has shown improvement in segmentation accuracy over other methods. 2 Additionally, their study used templates for 2-yearold pediatric MRI data generated by an automated segmentation pipeline. In contrast, despite following a completely manual procedure for label definition, our results were in alignment with or were better than those reported in their evaluation. The variation in the volumetric measurements and the similarity indices for the templates can be attributed to the differences in the age group, image acquisition, and the choice of the automated segmentation method.
Currently available MRI templates for different age groups 6, 7 provide an averaged MRI volume and corresponding SOI labels. As they provide a single averaged template brain volume, it renders them unsuitable for use in multitemplate registration-based segmentation pipelines. The library created in this study provides individual MRI volumes and labels for subcortical structures and it can be utilized in methods where averaged templates are unusable. In the present study, the manual segmentation procedure was performed by two expert raters to improve the accuracy of the labels for the SOIs on the MRI data. This accuracy was tested Table 2 The dice similarity coefficient (DSC) metric for the manual to automated segmentation labels (FS + LDDMM pipeline) with pediatric and adult template libraries. The statistically significant (p < 0.0001) difference between the two has been marked with an asterisk (*). via validation experiments reporting high values of the performance metrics. Labeling by multiple (more than two) raters performed independently would further enable the assessment of the inter-observer variability and increase confidence in the accuracy of the labels for use as ground truth data. The labeling in the current study performed in a sequential manner limits such an assessment and forms the natural progression from the current work.
In conclusion, the current work contributes to the pediatric neuroimaging literature by creating a manually segmented library of subcortical neuroanatomical templates. The high degree of accuracy in a multitemplate registration-based segmentation paradigm presented by the library in a cross-validation experimental setting confirms that this library can be used to segment pediatric 8-year-old brain MR images.
Data Access
The template library segmented and developed in this project can be requested by contacting the corresponding author.
Appendix: Anatomical Definition of Subcortical Structures
The anatomical definitions of the structures in the central brain area were followed as outlined by Hammers et al. 16 Structure specific modifications to the protocol or new definitions that have not been previously defined have been annotated with an asterisk (*). • Medial border: Superior to inferior: cingulate gyri as soon as the corpus callosum appears X-shaped → frontal/parietal lobe → idem and posterior temporal lobes → head of caudate anteriorly
• Lateral: Superior to inferior: frontal and parietal lobes → idem and lateral ventricle
• Superior border: Defined through remainder after delineation of cingulate gyri and frontal and parietal lobes
• Inferior border: Anteriorly, last slice on which the corpus callosum can be clearly distinguished; posteriorly, inferior end of splenium
